STANDING inOVATION

Product information pack

Universally compatible, patented design for height adjustable solutions in cubicle systems.
Standing inOvation is the ONLY system in the world that can bring true sit-stand functionality to office cubicle systems. Our patented design hooks right into your cubicle frame, meaning the system is strong, stable, and leaves the under desk space completely free.

No cross bar hitting your knees as you sit and no instability when you mount computer monitors to your work-surface. You can even re-use your existing work-surface saving you money, and helping to reduce waste.

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF STANDING inOVATION SIT STAND SOLUTION FOR OFFICE AND WORK APPLICATIONS**

- 5 year mechanical warranty
- Anti-collision safety feature
- Controls with memory functionality
- Easy installation
- Telescopic column design
- Low noise level
- 0.06W standby power consumption
- High strength
UNIVERSAL TWO LEG KIT FOR CUBICLE SYSTEMS

Compatibility:
All major cubicle manufacturers

Max lifting capacity:
120kg
(264lbs)

Travel range:
500mm
(19.6”)

Speed:
28mm p/s
(1.1” p/s)

Desk width:
Up to 1.8m
(Up to 72”)

Features:
• Anti-crush collision avoidance safety.
• Quiet operation - 39db
• Soft start and stop
• 4 position memory control
• Low power consumption: 0.06W standby

A POWERFUL KIT WITH INTELLIGENT CONTROLS

CONTROL BOX
• Two motor support control box
• 0.06W standby power consumption

CONTROL UNIT
• 6 buttons
• Displays the desk height of the desk
• 4 Position Memory settings
• Mounted under the tabletop

SENSOR
• Collision avoidance
• Anti-crush safety eliminates pinch points.
UNIVERSAL THREE LEG KIT
FOR CUBICLE SYSTEMS

Compatibility:
All major cubicle manufacturers

Max lifting capacity:
120kg
264lbs

Travel range:
500mm
(19.6”)

Speed:
28mm p/s
(1.1” p/s)

Desk width:
Up to 1.8m
(Up to 72”)

Features:
• Anti-crush collision avoidance safety.
• Quiet operation - 39db
• Soft start and stop
• 4 position memory control
• Low power consumption: 0.06W standby

A POWERFUL KIT WITH INTELLIGENT CONTROLS

CONTROL BOX
• Three motor support control box
• 0.06W standby power consumption

CONTROL UNIT
• 6 buttons
• Displays the desk height of the desk
• 4 Position Memory settings
• Mounted under the tabletop

SENSOR
• Collision avoidance
• Anti-crush safety eliminates pinch points.
At Standing inOvation our goal was to design a kit that would bring Sit-Stand functionality to cubicle users everywhere, regardless of their cubicle's make or model. In pursuit of this goal we designed a hook system that is compatible with about 80% of every cubicle system ever made.

But we weren't satisfied with that, so to cover that last 20% of the systems out there we built different hooks to work with even the most unique of cubicle systems, meaning regardless of what cubicles you are using - we have the right hook system for you.

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:

AIS
AO2
COMPATICO
HAWORTH
HERMAN MILLER
TEKNION
ALLSTEEL
HON
KI
KIMBALL
KNOLL
STEELCASE
NEUTRAL POSTURE
GLOBAL
TAYCO
TRENDWAY
NO CUBICLE? NO PROBLEM.

Cubicle systems are our thing, but if you don’t have one, we’ve still got you covered.

We have a range of free-standing and wall mounted options to use either on their own, or in combination with our cubicle mounted legs to bring full sit-stand capability to your entire office workspace.

WALL-MOUNTED SERIES

Max lifting capacity: 120kg (264lbs)
Travel range: 500mm (19.6”)
Speed: 28mm p/s (1.1” p/s)
Desk width: Up to 1.8m (Up to 72”)

Features:
• Anti-crush collision avoidance safety.
• Quiet operation - 39db
• Soft start and stop
• 4 position memory control
• Low power consumption: 0.06W standby

CONTROL BOX
• Two motor support control box
• 0.06W standby power consumption

CONTROL UNIT
• 6 buttons
• Displays the desk height of the desk
• 4 Position Memory settings
• Mounted under the tabletop

SENSOR
• Collision avoidance
• Anti-crush safety eliminates pinch points.

NEW DESIGN, SAME POWERFUL CONTROL
Need free-standing desks to complete your office arrangement? We can help you with that too. When cubicles aren’t an option and there is no wall to mount off, sometimes there is no better solution than good old fashioned free-standing legs, and we can help complete your sit-stand office space with our free-standing kits.

Ergonomic height adjustable frame kits for office, institutional, and industrial environments. Standing inOvation offers a range of innovative, ergonomic work surface solutions with our Free-Standing series frame kits.

All components are included within each kit – including lifting columns, controls, control boxes and software, wiring and assembly hardware. These kits are available in multiple colors.

**FREE-STANDING SERIES**

Original Pre-assembled Desk Frame
Frame orientation
Rectangular
**Max. lifting capacity**
120kg
(264lbs)
**Travel range:**
660mm
(25.9”)
**Speed**
40mm p/s
(1.5” p/s)
**Desk width**
1165mm - 1965mm
(45.8” - 77.3”)

MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES MAY APPLY TO FREE-STANDING VARIETIES